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ABSTRACT
Title of Research Paper: Study on safety issues for LNG tank container carried
by sea in China
Degree:

Msc

This research paper is a study of the safety management and supervision of LNG tank
container carried by sea. Based on the international conventions, codes and national
regulations, this paper analyses the barriers affecting safe waterway transport of LNG
tank container from management and administration perspective.

First of all, a brief look is taken at the development of LNG tank container waterway
transportation in China. Due to urgent demand of LNG fuel, the distribution net of
LNG could be rapidly established, which also includes LNG tank container waterway
transportation. Through commissioning practice from 2007 in China coastal area, the
technology of LNG tank container has become mature gradually. However, lag of
regulatory provisions, imperfect administrative supervision mechanism, lack of
training for seafarers and dock workers are becoming the obstacle factors of safe
development of LNG tank transportation.

Causes and influence of these deficiencies are various. Superficially, these
deficiencies can attribute to lack of practice. When these problems are deeply studied,
root causes regarding safety culture, implementation of international convention and
economic interests could be identified.

Corresponding recommendations are put forward. Certificate for special training and
examination for ships carrying dangerous goods in packaged form should be required
as mandatory. Enough field survey on the port manager, dock workers should be
iv

conducted to revise the impractical part of existing standard. Introduction of hightech equipment into maritime administration shall be speeded up. safety management
of LNG tank container should be incorporated into safety management system.

Admittedly, promising transport mode benefit for the whole society should be
encouraged. Balance among the economic development, safety and environment
protection should be concerned. In order to transport safer, more work should be
done.

Keywords: LNG tank container, waterway transportation, safety management
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Chapter Ⅰ Introduction

1.1 Motivation of this study

In recent years, with continually rising of international crude oil price and high
performance of clean energy, the consumption volume of LNG is growing
significantly and a large number of LNG terminals are being built in China.
However, it cannot meet consumers’ demand all over the country. LNG carrier
generally features larger loading weight with high cost of sea-land transfer, which is
time-consuming and subject to a lot of stringent traffic controls during inbound and
outbound. Therefore, the use of tank container to transport LNG has attracted more
and more attention. Transport technology of LNG tank container in highway has
already matured and waterway transportation of LNG tank container has been tested
by many research institutes and companies.

Although IMDG code can be used for regulating waterway transportation of
international tank container, it is still something new for most practitioners in
shipping industry. Since 2011, there have been some ships loading LNG tank
container from Dongguan port to Haikou port, which are both in the south of China.
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To improve the safety awareness and operational level of crewmembers, dock
workers and cargo owners, Dongguan MSA established a research team to find out
how to effectively and successfully implement the associated provisions of IMDG
code. Moreover, seen from the practical situation in Chinese shipping industry,
which aspect of the regulations could be rectified or which aspect of the maritime
supervision mechanism could be improved?

1.2 research objectives and scope

This research paper explores safety management mechanism and guidelines for MSA
and related practitioners to ensure safe waterway transportation of LNG tank
container. The objectives and aims are as follows:
1. How is international convention stipulated about the transportation of LNG
tank container?
2. Under China’s legislative framework, how could an effective and proper legal
system be established and improved for LNG tank container safety
management?
3. From the perspective of MSA, shipping company, port and crewmembers, to
analyze what kind of root cause and influence are barriers for safety
management of LNG container?
4. Based on the practical operation in China, what recommendations can be
given to China MSA and the related parties to improve the safety supervision
and management mechanism?

2

1.3 Methodology

The primary method used in this research paper is legal qualitative analysis. In order
to introduce the development of LNG container carried by sea, some study reports,
presentations from academic conferences and maritime journals have been reviewed,
such as Argent Marine, Liquiline and Cenzin company. In addition, some ideas from
academic conferences in which the author has taken part in are also referred to. To
understand the associated provisions or standards on LNG tank container carried by
sea, IMDG code and relevant IMO document, national regulations, industrial
standards and some dissertations on that domain have been studied. Furthermore,
through interviewing with inspectors of MSA, crewmembers, safety officers of ports,
ship surveyors from CCS and some experts in this field, practical experiences about
the safety operational problems have been gained.

1.4 Background

1.4.1 Advantages of LNG tank container transport:
(1) Because of the low loading volume within a transport unit, a wide range of leak
is avoided, which is safer than the dedicated LNG bulk carrier transport.
(2) The existing mechanical handling equipment of the terminal can be utilized
without further establishment of costly and special LNG loading/discharging
equipments, which greatly saves the cost in this aspect. When the delivered volume
is not so large, ISO LNG tank container could be more economical than dedicated
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LNG carrier (see fig.1).
(3) Door-to-door intermodal transport can be easily achieved (see fig.2).
(4) It can be repeatedly used for a long period with a general life span of 20-30
years.
(5) It can also be used as a temporary storage device taken up a small space for the
convenience of customers.
(6) From the perspective of social benefit, it benefits the quick distribution of LNG
cargo along the sea and river and promotes a fundamental change in China's efforts
in energy structure transformation to bring a cleaner environment.

Figure.1 relationship between delivered volume and benefits of three transport modes
Source: Presentation of Argent Marine Companies
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Figure.2 Intermodal transport of LNG tank container
Source: Presentation of Argent Marine Companies

1.4.2 Introduction to LNG tank container and its sea trials

At present, LNG tank containers suitable for waterway transport produced in China
are composed of two specifications: 20ft (1ft=0.3048m) and 40ft. In general, the
overall structure of the LNG tank container is to mount the high vacuum multi-layer
insulated cryogenic liquid storage tank into an international standard container
framework. The tank body is designed as the “stiffening bar”. Circular plates are
used in tanks and container frameworks at the ends as well as stringer at the bottom
to ensure a solid and reliable overall structure. The cryogenic liquid storage tank, the
core component of LNG tank container is composed of a stainless steel inner
container holding the cryogenic liquid under the internal pressure and an outer
carbon steel sheath bearing a vacuum insulating jacket. The inner container is
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connected to the housing with two sets of radial combination supports with the
interlayer between as a space of narrow gap and high insulation. The inner container
is wrapped up with multi-layer insulation reflective screen around the outside and
equipped with low and ambient-temperature absorbers. All kinds of valves,
instrumentations and safety accessories of the tank are arranged at their one ends
centrally to facilitate their management and operation. LNG tank container is a utility
model structure conventionally, which is not only accordance with common
international standards of container dimensions easy for stacking arrangement, but
also significantly reduces the non-effective weight of the container while protecting
the cryogenic liquid storage tank mounted inside.

China firstly launched LNG tank container waterway transport in 2007. After the
filling of LNG at Weizhou Island port, Guangxi province, the LNG tank container
was directly hoisted on board after its arrival of Guangzhou port, Guangdong
province through highway transport, and then arrived at Haining, Zhejiang province
to discharge after the waterway and highway transport.

The second commissioning operations for LNG tank container waterway transport
were carried out 5 years later. Two LNG tank containers are hoisted into the
container seagoing vessel, “Jinyinda 2” which departed from Nantong, Jiangsu on
April 13, 2012, and then successfully unloaded at Dongguan Port, Guangdong
province on April 17. Subsequently, this seagoing vessel, “Jinyinda 2” carried the
two empty LNG tank containers back to Nantong. After that, from November, 2013
to May, 2014, 44 TEU in 13 voyages has been put into trial transport from Dongguan
port to Haikou port.

In September of 2010, Norway company Liquiline reached an agreement with a
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major Dannish transport company to carry LNG with ISO tank container. A few days
after signing the agreement, containership transportable commissioning of the unit
named “liquitainer” loading with LNG was carried out. This was the first time such a
tank

container

is

used

for

loading

LNG

by

sea

in

Scandinavian

countries.(Liquiline,2010)

1.4.3 International convention and national legal framework

A large number of conventions, regulations and standards home and abroad are
available for the maritime safety transportation of LNG tank container, some of
which are listed below:
(1) UN recommendations on the transport of dangerous goods
(2) IMDG code
(3) CSC convention

National regulations or standards
(1) Regulation on waterway transportation of dangerous goods in packaged form
(2) Regulations on the Control over Safety of Dangerous Chemicals
(3) GB 150-1998 Steel-made pressure containers
(4) GB/T 16563-1996 series 1: liquid, gas and pressure dry bulk tank container
(5) JB/T 4780-2002 LNG tank container
(6) Container Inspection Specification of CCS
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1.4.4 Several specialized definition related to LNG tank container
(1) Holding time

Holding time means the time that will elapse from the establishment of the initial
filling condition until the pressure has risen due to heat influx to the lowest set
pressure of the pressure-limiting device(IMO, 2011a,p459).This index reflects the
longest transporting time LNG tank container could spend. According to IMDG code
(IMO,2011), actual holding time should be calculated or tested prior to every voyage
and the reference holding time which is determined and recognized by competent
authority should be permanently marked on the tank container.

Holding time can be tested through a specified procedure. After the closing of gas
phase valve, the pressure of cryogenic tank container and ambient temperature
should be recorded every 3 hours until it reaches the lowest discharging pressure of
pressure control valve. The total elapse time is actual holding time under the ambient
temperature. ( 49 CFR 178,2013)

(2) Boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion (BLEVE) phenomenon

When a fire occurs, the pressure will rise rapidly in LNG storage tank. If gas cannot
be quickly discharged from safety release valve, BLEVE phenomenon may occur,
which is a kind of physical explosion with high danger. In this case, a large amount
of superheated and pressurized liquid is suddenly evaporated into atmosphere
around. A sudden release like this may be due to fire, debris impact, corrosion,
manufacturing failures, etc. The normal result is the LNG tank will be exploded into
pieces, accompanying with strong shock waves.

8

Chapter Ⅱ Literature Review

2.1 Overview of related research in China

Currently, most papers on tank container are focus on the aspect of manufacturing
technology. Development status of medium containers for transporting LNG at home
and abroad is reviewed by Wei et al. (2005). In this paper, it is estimated LNG tank
container would develop faster as a result of merging of cryogenic vessel
manufacturer and container manufacturer. Li(2008) introduces several difficulties in
the process of manufacturing LNG tank container. Zheng et al. (2013) give some
suggestions about modification of frame design through strength analysis by finite
element method. Wang and Yi(2007) give an introduction of the specification,
process and structure of LNG tank container developed by Sichuan Kongfen
Equipment Company. Nevertheless, this paper proves that tank container could meet
the requirements of IMDG code and specifications in terms of cryogenic insulation
and frame strength. Li et al. (2013) who are both from a tank container manufacture
company performed a review on their manufacture process. Song(2010) studied the
tank container of dangerous goods carried by railway with regard to safety
technology conditions and safety assessments. LNG tank container carried by
highway has been studied in the paper of Jiang et al(2004), which analyze the
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economy of highway transportation of LNG tank container and point out some
technical problems in designing. Feasibility of LNG tank container transported by
railway has been discussed in the paper of Peng et al.(2011) By comparing of
Japanese safety standard and experience. However, no sufficient experimental data
are demonstrated in this paper. From the perspective of shipping company,
Feng(2009) proposed his safety management experience of tank container carrying
dangerous goods, including stowage, safety inspection and emergency response on
board. Nevertheless, this paper is more likely a guideline for shipping company and
no

theoretical

research

and

practical

example

existent

to

support

the

recommendations. Some critical parts of cryogenic tank container has been discussed
and studied by some scholars or engineers. For instance, performance test on
multilayer thermal insulation blanket and the related industrial application to LNG
tank container was studied by Wei(2007). Fu(2013) figured out the change trend of
holding time, a critical index for cryogenic tank container, and concludes that ISO
cryogenic tank container could fulfill the requirement of ordinary coastal
transportation in China. However, some conclusion of this paper is resulted from
estimation based on the experiment of smaller cryogenic vessels. Yao(2009) offered
us a brief overview about the new emerging seaborne LPG tank container and put
forward some recommendations on the safety management to LPG tank container.

As for the economical analysis of LNG tank container, several scholars have been
addressed this domain. Zhou et al. (2013) reviewed the status quo and future trend of
several domestic main transportation patterns including small LNG ship, LNG tank
containership, LNG ro-ro ship and LNG filling ship. Study of Yan (2012) built a
configuration optimization model of LNG tank container and finally concluded that
the mode of ship waiting for tank container would be more economical than the
mode of tank container waiting ship. Wu (2013) developed a small LNG ship –tank
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containers-truck configuration optimization model to minimize the total cost of
whole system. In the last part of this article, an empirical study has been conducted
with the established model. Sun et al.(2014) proposed nonlinear programming model
with the aid of LINGO software to get the configuration optimization of tank
container in LNG land-sea combined transport.

Besides, there are some scholars concerning the safety assessment and provision of
related international convention. The study of Wang (2009) made effort to analyze
the applicable provisions and maximum quantity of LPG tank container that the ship
can carry. This thoroughly research laid a sound foundation for the following
research. Peng(2007a) proposed a analyzing report on the test of LNG tank container
waterway transportation and put forward optimizing measures for design, inspection
and initial fillings. Zhang(2009) proposed calculation model on individual risk and
social risk to assess the risk of LNG shipping container around port area. The results
provide a critical basis for the administrative department to take some
countermeasures to prevent and reduce the risk. Paper of Wu (2013) followed up on
the study of Peng(2007b) and Zhang (2009) by identifying the requirement of IMDG
and domestic standards for LNG tank container waterway transportation, and Wu
proposes some inspection recommendations to ensure the safety of containership on
sea.

2.2 Related research abroad

Erera et al. (2005) developed an integrated operational model for tank container
operators to make decisions on routing booked containers and reposition empties.
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Tiernan & Fahy (2002) discussed the finite element modeling of the tank container
and found that the optimum way of reducing the deformation between the tank and
frame was to increase the thickness of the end hexagonal plates and add stiffeners at
either side of the skirt cut out. Tank container is a sustainable transport method
which is discussed by research paper of ITCO (2011) in terms of manufacture,
operation, environment impact and etc. Subjects of above three studies are not
dedicated to LNG tank container, but subject to general tank container. Lisowski &
Czyzycki (2011) presented structure and thermal calculations for four design variants
of LNG mobile tank containers. Lisowski et al. (2010) carried out a study of
constructing supporting blocks of LNG tank container with polyamide.

2.3 Limitation of existing studies
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Source: compiled by author
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As is shown in fig.1 and fig.2, related research papers are classified according to
their roles of the authors and their topics. Most of the research are undertaken or
commissioned by tank container manufacturer and operator, while the research from
safety administration is so few. In addition, the majority of research papers focus on
optimization of design of LNG tank container from the technical point of view.
Another part of the research lays more attention to the economical analysis such as
cost-benefit analysis. Only the Wang et al.(2013), from maritime administrative
perspective, discussed about the emergency response of LNG tank container based
on maritime supervision experience of commissioning voyage of LNG tank container
from Nantong port to Dongguan port. However, this paper only provides some
specific experience to the seafarers, port operators and MSA and does not analyze
the existing problem and its root cause for the safety management of LNG tank
container. Moreover, another paper of Peng (2007B) addressed all the requirements
in the process of LNG tank container designing, transportation and loading and
unloading and brought up some suggestions to the competent authority to improve
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safety management work. The abovementioned two papers have enlightened the
author and can be partly considered as a foundation to this paper. Therefore, it is
necessary to address the details here.

It is worth mentioning that the professional papers are few to concern the
administrative mechanism from maritime and port authority perspective. Although
some of them talk about the international convention, domestic regulations or
standards, they could not identify the problem within the regulation implementation
and enforcement system. Obviously, as consumption of LNG increases, LNG tank
container, as a kind of complementary distributing method to LNG bulk carrier, will
inevitably account for significant market share of LNG waterway transportation in
the distant future. It is necessary to consider what challenges the administrative
authorities and relevant practitioners will face, and how to improve the
administrative system for the safety management of LNG tank container waterway
transportation. In this case, proper policies and legal system would be beneficial to
more safe development of this transport method.
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Chapter Ⅲ Barriers to safety management of LNG tank container waterway
transportation

Although the manufacture technique has been developed relatively matured and
many tests showed that LNG tank container could be put into waterway
transportation. However, from the transport practice perspective, experience is so
limited for maritime administration, shipping companies, port operators, class
society, crewmembers.

Through several years’ experience in commissioning of LNG tank container
waterway transportation that maritime authority and port authority has undergone,
the author identifies some barriers impeding safety management of LNG tank
container and the quick development of LNG waterway transportation.

Due to limitation of author’s knowledge and time, not all the barriers could be
identified. Thus, the author will look into this problem from a macro perspective and
mainly focus on the administrative mechanism and legal framework. Some detailed
technical and operational issues would be involved, but may be not comprehensive
and thorough.

15

3.1 Lack of safety consciousness of LNG tank container
Not only the shipping company, crewmembers, staff of port enterprise in charge of
safety, but also the maritime authority and port authority officer are lack of safety
consciousness subject to LNG tank container waterway transportation.

3.2 Imperfect maritime supervisory mechanism
3.2.1 Inadequate domestic legal and regulatory foundation on waterway
transportation of LNG tank container

The mainly legal basis for maritime administration to LNG tank container waterway
transportation is Regulation on Waterway Transportation of Dangerous Goods in
Packaged Form, which is compulsory with specific provisions on LNG tank
container waterway transportation. This regulation is originated from IMDG code of
1996th edition. There is no doubt that the requirement of this regulation is much outdated than the latest IMDG code.

3.2.2 Inefficiency of maritime administrative approval of dangerous goods
declaration

The safety management of MSA of China mainly depends on administrative
approval of dangerous goods declaration. This declaration content does not cover the
filling condition of LNG tank so that the MSA officer can not correctly approve the
dangerous goods declaration of ships and they also do not know whether the ship
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safety condition complies with the requirement of IMDG code.

3.3 Standard for safety waterway transportation

Many standards or specification for designs are formulated. The only standard
incorporating requirement of IMDG code is JB/T 4780-2002 LNG Tank Container.
However, the edition of IMDG code this standard referred to is 2000th. Therefore, it
also can not fulfill the requirement of latest IMDG code.

3.4 Barriers in term of port
3.4.1 Standard for loading and unloading operation

For the time being, there is no dedicated loading and unloading standard for LNG
tank container for dockworkers. Although, there are some practice manuals for the
roadway transportation, the operational environment is more complicated and
handling from ship is more dangerous than that from roadway. Thus, lack of loading
and unloading operation should be another defect to safety transportation.

3.4.2 Certification for port loading and unloading LNG tank

There are so few ports which are recognized by port authorities to load and unload
Class 2.1 dangerous goods in China, especially for some small ports.
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3.5 Training and education for practitioners

There are not enough professionals specialized at the safety management and
emergency response for LNG tank container. Additionally, most of crewmembers,
dock workers and port managers are lack of knowledge on LNG and LNG tank
container because of no training and education system for them.

3.6 Emergency response and emergency disposal

For most ships and port, contingency plans are not formulated subject to LNG tank
container incident. Even some contingency plans are established, the viability and
effectiveness need questioning.
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Chapter Ⅳ Cause and influence analysis of deficiencies

4.1 Lack of safety consciousness
For LNG tank container is a new emerging mode, not many practitioners of shipping
industry are familiar with it, not to mention master the safety management skills.
Moreover, it is still in the stage of commissioning in China, and many issues remain
to be further improved. According to the study of the author, no recorded serious
incidents are caused by LNG tank containers carried by sea. Even from the accidents
of LNG tank container happening on road, it can be seen the consequence are not
catastrophic. Therefore, few people regard that there is high risk existing in this new
transport mode. However, they ignore the characteristics of shipping industry. Ships
navigate offshore. If a serious incident happens, it is impossible to rescue can them
as quickly as on land. Furthermore, the LNG tank containers stack on board with
other dangerous goods normally. Nobody could estimates the consequence of chainreaction arising from the incident of LNG tank container.

As a developing country, to pursue economic development has always the top
priority of Chinese society. The acceptable societal risk is higher than developed
countries such as British and Netherland (see fig.5). That is to say, safety awareness
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towards accidents needs to be improved compared to western developed countries.
This is the root cause of inadequacy of safety awareness for practitioners of shipping
industry in China.
Frequency of N orf more fatalities per ship year

China

Britain

Netherland

Fatalities [N]

Fig 5. Comparison of acceptable societal risk in different countries

Source: Explanation on Individual and Societal Acceptable Risk Acceptable Risk Criteria for
Dangerous Chemicals Production, Storage Device

http://www.chinasafety.gov.cn/newpage/Contents/Channel_4140/2014/0627/236833/content_236
833.htm

Another contributing cause is the conventional bad habits of China. The workers of
shipping industry usually do not care the small dangerous behaviors. For instance,
crewmembers are often found to be smoking not within the designated space, and
inspectors are often found to be inspecting dangerous goods container without
wearing protective clothing and so forth. Cheating culture is also a very common
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phenomenon within safety work in China. Many operators or inspectors are used to
record without carrying out check and inspection. It could be a very serious problem
because the cheating culture can transfer to the others and affect the whole industry,
even the whole society.

In addition, the isolated working environment makes them not easily access to new
information outside. Work environment for crewmembers and dockworkers is
tedious, resulting in boring attitude towards safety work. Lacking of warning
education and public propaganda for risk of LNG tank container would be
contributed to ignorance of safety consciousness.

4.2 Inappropriate maritime supervision
4.2.1 Inadequate domestic legal and regulatory system

Among domestic relevant regulatory regulations, Regulations on the Control over
Safety of Dangerous Chemicals stipulates no specific requirements for dangerous
goods, which means it is hard to be enforced by MSA officers. It only stipulates
some basic principles and can be considered to be umbrella regulation for other
regulations. Another important regulation is Regulation on Waterway Transportation
of Dangerous Goods in Packaged Form, which stipulates special provisions of
design, inspection and testing for tank container. Its provisions related to stowage,
segregation and package play a vital role in preventing ship from incidents.
Moreover, it is a mandatory regulation regulated by MOT, which is the governing
organization of China MSA. By and large, it is regulated conforming to IMDG code
provisions on tank container when it enters into force. However, one fatal weakness
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of this regulation is its out-dated content, which was promulgated in 1996 and has
been made no revision for 18 years, while IMDG code had been amended for nine
times over these years.

For the time being, the latest updated rules regulating tank container is the Container
Inspection Specification of CCS, which is amended every year in order to be in
accordance with IMDG code. Nevertheless, it is just a specification of state-owned
institution, and cannot become the legal basis of law enforcement for MSA.
Additionally, the inspection specification does only regulate the requirements on
design, test and inspection, while providing no requirements for transportation such
as stowage, segregation and so forth, which are detailed prescribed in IMDG code.

4.2.2 Inappropriate mechanism of maritime supervision

At present, MSA department deeply worries about safety of LNG tank container
waterway transportation. They are prone to supervise it in excessive demanding
safety requirements. This point can be best explained by the following reasons. As
aforementioned in Chapter Ⅱ,risk assessment of LNG tank container waterway
transportation from theoretical perspective had been undertaken for many years. But
the foundation of the theoretical assessment is not statistic of historical incidents but
the experience of experts. The total quantity for LNG tank container waterway
transportation in China and abroad is so limited so that it is hardly to find out some
incidents about LNG tank container carried by sea. Therefore, nobody can estimate
the probability and consequence of the incidents resulted from this new mode. Due to
the principle of approval accountability for safety incidents, the risk of marine
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casualty may impede the promotion of MSA’s staff. If there are some serious
mistakes in respect to administrative approval, corresponding criminal liability could
put them into jail or some other stringent penalty may be given. Lacking of matured
safety management supervision experience and professional personnel aggravates the
fear of MSA.

In addition, many problems exist in the dangerous goods declaration system. In
China, one of the most important means for controlling the LNG tank transport to
comply with IMDG code requirements is the approval of dangerous goods
declaration. However, the safety responsibility in the process of declaration is not
very clear. Specifically, the cargo owner knows about the correct information of
dangerous cargo, and crewmembers or ship agent declares to MSA according to the
cargo owner’s information. If a false declaration happens due to mistake or cheating
of cargo owner, undoubtedly, the cargo owner should be responsible for the false
declaration. However, cargo owner does not directly contact with MSA officer, and
the interface between the cargo owner and the MSA may include cargo agent, ship
owner, crewmembers and ship agent. Therefore, to investigate responsibility of cargo
owner and agents can be very complicated.

MSA does not have effective compulsory means to force cargo owner to comply
with international maritime convention and domestic maritime regulations. On one
hand, MSA does not have strong enforcement resource and tool on land, such as
policeman and weapons. While detention could be a powerful constraint tool to
ships, MSA officers are not allowed by the laws to detain the cargo. On the other
hand, some disputes arise among departments about the division of responsibility to
implement IMDG code. For example, although section 4.2.3 of IMDG code
stipulates the actual holding time shall be calculated for each journey in accordance
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with a procedure recognized by the competent authority (IMO,2011), domestic
provisions do not designate which organization is the so called “competent
authority”, especially for the supervision behavior on land. Therefore, some law
enforcement according to international convention may become an illegal conduct on
land.

Furthermore, the efficiency and effectiveness of approval for dangerous goods
declaration mechanism could not fulfill the supervision requirements of LNG tank
container. The best filling time for LNG tanks should be close to the shipment as
long as possible. As a result, there are not enough time for ship to declare and for
MSA officer to approve the declaration. Similarly, arrangement for On-site
inspection may also not fit for the filling time. Therefore, lacking of remote
monitoring and high-tech facilities could be barriers to safety supervision of LNG
tank container.

4.3 Imperfect transportation standard
Most of previous standard are formulated by China Standardization Committee on
Boilers and Pressure Vessels under the leadership of general administration of
quality supervision of China. For a long time in the past, there was no LNG tank
container used for waterway transport. Most of the cryogenic tank containers were
used for road and railway transportation so that the majority of national standards for
design and testing of cryogenic tank containers are dominated by the China Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Inspection Institute. Few standards such as JB/T 4780-2002
LNG Tank Container incorporate requirements of IMDG code, yet its edition is outof-date.
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It is understandable that the highway and railway transport standard for cryogenic
tank container are not equivalent to requirement of waterway transport. In China, the
tank container transported by road or railway are mainly inspected and certified by
China Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspection Institute. The certificate signed by
China Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspection Institute should not be recognized by
MSA because waterway transport standards are sometimes stricter than the roadway
and railway transport standard. Only if the institutions inspect the tank container in
conformity with IMDG code, could it be accepted by ship owner and MSA.
Nowadays, in China, Container Inspection Specification of CCS is a typical example
which can fulfill the requirements of IMDG code.

Some of the differences between national standards and IMDG code on tank
container inspection are addressed as follows:

1. Associated provisions within IMDG code is stricter than GB 150-1998 with regard
to requirements of stress checking in the process of calculation of pressure
containers. (IMO,2011)

2. Article 6.7.4.3.2 of IMDG code states that “Shells shall be designed and
constructed to withstand a test pressure not less than 1.3 times the MAWP. For shells
with vacuum insulation, the test pressure shall not be less than 1.3 times the sum of
the MAWP and 100 kPa (1 bar). In no case shall the test pressure be less than 300
kPa (3 bars) gauge pressure.” (IMO, 2011) But the pressure value that domestic
standard GB 105-1998 requires is lower than the aforementioned.

3.Article 6.7.4.5.13 of IMDG code states “The burst pressure of all piping and pipe
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fittings shall be not less than the highest of four times the MAWP of the shell or four
times the pressure to which it may be subjected in service by the action of a pump or
other device (except pressure relief devices).” (IMO, 2011) However, such
requirements do not exist in related domestic standard.

Besides, the existing standard does not cover all the requirements necessary for
safety waterway transportation of LNG tank container. For instance, the
requirements of flammable gas detecting, filling tanks and operation norm on voyage
should be stipulated in the new standards. It is worth emphasizing that the standard
of requirements for the filling of refrigerated liquefied gas tanks are of great
importance to the waterway carriage of LNG tank container. Because the safety
inspection before filling, initial pressure, required condition for delivery would affect
holding time, effectiveness of safety discharging valve and so forth.

As for formulating waterway transportation standard of LNG tank container, there
are still some practical disputes among class society, MSA and shipping company. A
typical example is to be exemplified as follows:

Because IMDG has not clearly defined the transportable ships, ships that as long as
can meet the requirements of on deck stowage can transport LNG tank containers,
such as full container vessel, hatchless container ship, semi-container ship and Roro/lo-lo container ship. However, in a seminar of 2013 discussing the feasibility of
LNG tank container waterway transportation, some CCS inspectors regarded LNG
tank containers can only be stowed on the upper deck. For there are no walls on the
upper deck surroundings, yet cargo hold of hatchless container ships are surrounded
by bulkhead. So CCS inspectors regard that cargo holds of hatchless containership
fail to meet the loading requirements of LNG container. However, in terms of the
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physical properties of LNG, its density becomes less than half of air after gasification
in the cargo hold. So it can be regarded that the LNG tank containers can be stowed
in cargo holds of hatchless container ships. Even if the leakage occurred and gasified,
leaking gas will quickly flow overboard, without accumulation inside the cargo hold.
Therefore, it can be regarded that the LNG tank containers stowage in hatchless
container ships will not affect the ship safety. What should be noted is that, under
such circumstances, rain-proof canvas or other similar shelters should not be used,
ensuring LNG leaking gas to discharge outside the cargo hold timely.

4.4 Inadequate factors of port
4.4.1 Inappropriate operating standard of port handling company

Domestic standard JT 397-2007 The Safety Rules for Handling Dangerous Cargo
Container In Port regulates some special provisions on storage and handling of LNG
tank container. For instance, article 5.3.1 states that LNG tank container could not be
stored in the port yard unless it has been specially assessed and approved by port
authority in limited time and limited quantity(MOT, 2007). Article 5.3.6 states that
LNG tank container should be stacked on top of other non-dangerous goods
containers. Obviously, so few provisions are not enough for the safety supervision of
LNG tank container. (MOT, 2007)

Reasons leading to the standards and norms for operation for LNG tank container in
port are insufficient. Firstly, some provisions can not be implemented in practical
terms. For example, according to the provision of the aforementioned article 5.3.1,
the LNG tank container could not be stored in the port yard unless it has been
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specially assessed and approved by port authority (MOT, 2007). Owing to the high
cost for assessing and long time consumed by approval, the port operator would
choose not to store tank container in the port yard or staging area but to transport it
out of port area. However, another problem comes. The arrival of containership
could be delayed for various reasons so that the truck transiting tank container has to
wait outside the port area in order to fulfill the requirement of article 5.3.1. Placing
the LNG tank container outside port area maybe more dangerous than placing them
in port yard which is equipped with emergency facilities and professional personnel.
In a word, the previous operation standard and norm would result in many conflicts
like this.

Secondly, it is a kind of brand-new attempt for the domestic port operator, so it
cannot be easily operated with the existing experience in China. If port manager want
to figure out a perfect operation standard or norm, they need to explore in practice
and nobody knows whether to be a positive result in return. Even if they can
take a reference on operation norm or standard abroad, the cost and applicability
would be another problem. At least, it seems a tough task for port operator.

4.4.2 Lack of operation qualification of dangerous goods

According to the Provisions on the Safety Management of Hazardous Goods at Ports,
port authority is responsible for issuing Certificate for operations of hazardous goods
at port. The prerequisite for issuing Certificate for Operations of Hazardous Goods at
Ports for dangerous goods of each class includes assessment against relevant
facilities and equipment of port by so many departments such as fire department,
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environmental protection departments, Work Safety Supervision department and etc.
(MOT,2012a) A large quantity of materials should be submitted by port operators
before approval. Therefore, this work would cost a large number of time, money and
manpower. Another factor to be considered is that the transportation quantity is so
limited, so the port operator has no interest incentive to apply for this certificate.

Furthermore, the port authority is affiliated with the local government. Although the
Provisions on the Safety Management of Hazardous Goods at Ports is regulated by
MOT of China, which is applied across the country with the same force, the variation
still exists among different regions because this regulation is too general, and the
detailed provisions lie in executive guidelines of local port authority. Some port
authorities are located in distressed regions with its staff recruited from locals, and
the personnel quality is relatively low so that administrative efficiency is relatively
low. The time for approving this application may be very long. Thus, port operators
are reluctant to apply for this kind of certificate.

4.4.3 Low safety investment

The quantity for tank container waterway transportation is so tiny for a port that the
real attention and enthusiasm of port operator and manager can not be aroused.
Although it would be a smart stunt to garner attention of society and shipping
industry that a brand new transportation method are opened up, this new mode can
not provide actual benefits for the port company right now. Therefore, the port
company will not invest a large quantity of money and human resource for safety
management of LNG tank container.
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4.5 Training and education
4.5.1 Training for crewmembers

Requirements of Certificate for special training and examination for ships carrying
dangerous goods in packaged form belongs to the section B-V of STCW
code(IMO,2010), which means it is recommended. MSA of China has established
special training, examination and certification for crewmembers engaged in the
operation of dangerous and hazardous substances in packaged form within China
coastal area. It is also non-mandatory according to domestic regulation identical to
requirement of STCW code.

This kind of certificate has seldom been requested by coastal crewmembers not only
because it is non-mandatory, but also it can be attributed to the reasons as follows.
First of all, only few MSA in large-scale port, such as Guangzhou, Shanghai, Tianjin
port and so forth, offers the training and examination subject for such certificate. If
crewmembers have no chance for being in these cities, they have to make a trip for
that purpose. Moreover, the chances for such training and examination are rare. For
instance, Guangzhou MSA usually provides such training and examination program
once a year. The time for the program can not be fixed and it also depends on the
time of teachers and the quantity of applicants. The second reason is that the revenue
of crewmembers serving for containership is much lower than bulk liquids carrier.
Taking accounting of the potential revenue loss during training, crewmembers are
not enthusiastic to improve dangerous goods management skills. As for most coastal
seafarers of China, they are too busy to care about the requirements of dangerous
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goods. Chief officer who is responsible for the dangerous goods management on
board containership would have so many affairs such as stability calculation, duty
watching and contacting with the dock workers. Another situation for the coastal
crews of containership is that the voyage is too short for them to handle so many
things. The average time between two port calls may be one to two days. In some
circumstances, the chief officers are filling loading plan after the departure of ship
due to the time pressure of port and ship owner. Time for them to undertake safety
management and learning knowledge on dangerous goods management are squeezed
seriously.

As the crews on a ship are changing on a regular basis as a result of fluctuating salary
and highly competitive crewmembers recruiting market, the willingness for shipping
company training crewmembers in safety operation skills is not strong. In the same
way, seafarers are not strongly eager to participate in the specified safety training for
particular cargo, LNG tank container.

4.5.2 Training for dock workers

In addition to the reason that the safety investment from port managers is not enough,
several factors result in the insufficient safety training in LNG tank container for
dock workers.

To start with, safety management or operation of LNG tank container requires
professional knowledge and skills in chemicals, construction engineer of tank
container, highway and waterway transportation, related international conventions
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and domestic regulations, and abundant experience for operations. It can be easily
estimated that such a trainer is hardly found and employed by the port opetator.

Besides, unlike the dedicated LNG terminals, so many kinds of dangerous products,
ranging from class 1 to class 9 need to be dealt with in most container ports. A large
amount of knowledge concerned with these dangerous products needs to be learnt by
dock

workers

and

managers.

Port

companies

cannot afford

to throw all its resources at dealing with safety training about LNG tank container.

In addition, compared with seafarers educated by advanced occupational education,
dock workers are relatively poorly-educated. It would be harder for port companies
to train dock workers with satisfied results. In particular, as a complicated technical
transport tool, it would more difficult for dock workers to master the skill related to
LNG tank container.

Finally, daily safety training is not comprehensively regulated by the regulatory
rules, especially for the evaluation of training quality and quantity. Without
compulsory regulation, requirements for safety training would become a mere
formality.

4.6 Emergency response and emergency disposal

Emergency response and disposal would be one of the critical parts in safety
management of LNG tank container. It can be classified into two sections: response
on sea and in port area.
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Most contingency plans formulated by port companies are just copying from
overland LNG tank container operators. And shipping companies draw up their
contingency plan by copying provisions of EmS guide. It is conceivable that the
applicability and practicability is inadequate. Sometimes, it becomes surface
presentation, with an effort to cope with inspections of port authority. Misconception
that emergency disposal totally rely on the public rescue organizations are commonly
owned by port managers in China. Although professional rescue organization is
important to incidents, correct and timely emergency control measures and urgent
report would to a large extent be more helpful for reducing damages and
personnel casualties.

Drills would be another serious problem for emergency response. Emergency drills
are pre-planning detailed and notified to all the staff in advance. All of these drills
can be considered to be ineffective if lack of simulating emergent and contingencies.
Provisions on The Safety Management of Hazardous Goods at Ports stipulate port
operator should carry out emergency response drill at least once a year.(MOT,2012a)
Evidently, the frequency of drills can not cover various kinds of LNG tank container
incidents, such as fire, leakage, BLEVE and so forth.
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Chapter Ⅴ Recommendations

With the aforementioned analysis, problems affecting safety management of LNG
tank container waterway transportation have been identified. Causes and influences
of these barriers have also been discussed in order to find out some solutions or
recommendations

for

these

problems.

Therefore,

some

modifications

or

improvements should be carried out.

5.1 Enhance the safety consciousness and understanding of LNG tank container

Establishing Safety culture atmosphere is an effective way of improving safety
awareness in China. According to IMO documents, safety culture can be defined, as
a culture in which there is considerable informed endeavour to reduce risks to the
individual, ships and the marine environment to a level that is ‘as low as is
reasonably practicable’ (IMO,2003). It could be guided by the central government,
by whom systematical measures should be taken to achieve this aim. Firstly, public
propaganda should be conducted through industrial newspaper, advertisement,
websites on the Internet and brochures to spread knowledge about potential risks of
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LNG tank container and its latest development. Secondly, the subject of LNG tank
container waterway transportation should be emphasized in maritime college
education and research, which could arouse their interests to it. Moreover, it should
be guided to shipping and port industry to observe safety issues in a long-term view.
For shipping industry is an international industry, higher safety standards should be
advocated and promoted. Finally, more suitable working conditions for domestic
crewmembers and dock worker should be provided through unremitting hard work of
whole society.

5.2 Maritime administration
5.2.1 Improvement of domestic regulatory system

It is strongly recommended Regulation on Waterway Transportation of Dangerous
Goods in Packaged Form should be revised or replaced in order to comply with the
latest requirements of IMDG code. Furthermore, a flexible revision mechanism
should be introduced to this regulation. The mode of domestic standard JT/T 8122011 Requirements for Filling Non-refrigerated Liquefied Gas Tanks has provided
reference and inspiration for the problem. The standard of JT/T 812-2011 brings in
the item “IMDG code” in some paragraphs, and detailed requirements of technical
parameters are not be specified and readers should refer to IMDG code so that the
requirements can always in conformity to latest content of IMDG code(MOT,2012b).
This mode is properly adaptable to the variable characteristics of maritime
international conventions.

Another point needs to paid more attention to. When revising the domestic
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regulation, the actual situation of China should be considered. In some cases, safety
standard of IMDG code could not take effect due to bad conditions of other facilities
or poorly trained personnel. Thus, provisions should be seriously assessed on
condition of actual situation of China. However, sometimes the requirements and
standards are proposed by developed countries are used to prevent manufacturers of
developing countries entering into the market.

5.2.2 Improvement of supervision mechanism

First of all, all the staff of MSA should be educated to understand structures and risks
of LNG tank container. New mode should be encouraged from the perspective of
governance. Promotional mechanism should be carried out. Incidents happening after
the approval should not absolutely result in the negative impacts on the staff of MSA,
whose root cause should be thoroughly assessed. Especially for some newly
emerging issues, officers of MSA should not be accountable for the incidents if it is
resulted from the imperfect legal system or other objective reasons.

More high-tech and advanced technologies should be introduced to maritime
supervision work. Closed-Circuit Television or remote monitor linking to the
liquefaction facilities could significantly improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
maritime supervision.

Proposal should be submitted to MOT or state council for the purpose of
coordinating the responsibility division subject to the requirements of IMDG code.
The overlap and gas in the implementation of IMDG code should be identified and a
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reasonable division should be embodied in the promulgated regulations.

Furthermore, highly efficient mechanism for coordination and cooperation should be
established among related departments. For instance, joint inspection between MSA
and port authority in terms of supervision of ship-shore drills should be promoted.
Otherwise, cargo information and inspecting information should be shared among
these departments so as to continuously monitor the safety conditions of LNG tank
container immediately.

5.3 Upgrade industrial standard

Mechanism for formulating industrial standard on waterway transportation of LNG
tank container should be optimized. Round-table conferences need to be held among
shipping company, port company, MSA, port authority, class society and tank
container manufacturer in order to coordinate the conflicts and overlap. Previous
requirements gaps, such as safety inspection before filling, initial pressure, condition
for delivery, should be included new standards.

Qualification of inspecting institutions should be administrated standardly as well.
On one hand, the prerequisites for qualifying inspecting institution should be
specified and more institution should be brought in to improve the inspecting quality.
The differences among standards of highway, railway and waterway should be
thoroughly identified so that the mutual recognition could be achieved. If mutual
recognition can be realized, tank container owners could be free from the burden of
repeated inspections.
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5.4 Enhance safety management of port companies

Enough field survey on the port managers, dock workers should be conducted to
revise the impractical part of existing standard. More detailed and comprehensive
provisions on port safety management should be stipulated in new standards. Some
economic incentives, such as tax reduction or exemption, should be carried out to
encourage port companies to promote this new transport mode. Thus, safety
investment on LNG tank container could increase and more companies would
attempt to explore the safety management experience of this new mode. At the same
time, port authority should make efforts to incorporate and introduce advanced
experience from abroad. More communication between domestic port companies and
foreign counterparts should be organized by government.

Moreover, port authority should use simplified procedures in applying for Certificate
for operations of hazardous goods at ports. Unnecessary approval links should be
deducted. Staff of port authority should be educated and encouraged to accelerate the
facilities assessment and approval and increase the efficiency of approval.

5.5 Training and education for crewmembers and staff of port

Certificate for special training and examination for ships carrying dangerous goods in
packaged form should be required as mandatory for those ships loading LNG tank
container. Meanwhile, more chances and cities should be provided for crewmembers
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to participate in the training and examination. The change would increase the cost
and requirements of seafarers on board containership. On one hand, it seems to
burden seafarers with additional mandatory certificate. On the other hand, the salary
of crewmember with this certificate would increase due to the mandatory manning
requirements to ship owner. In other words, it could be another economic incentive
for crewmembers taking part in training.

In addition, paid leave for training should be accepted by shipping companies. Any
behavior, including dismissing and reducing salary, to prevent crewmembers from
participating in training could be complaint to MSA and for which, ship owners
should be punished.

Incentives and encouragements should also be entitled to shipping companies and
port companies. Government should establish public fund to encourage the first port
company or shipping company to purchase specialized facilities and equipments,
recruit professional trainers. Even, government of all levels should guide the
professional institution in research and establishment of reference training models.

Every port company should designate a full-time safety officer in charge of
supervising handling of LNG tank container. The training and education can be
differentiated. Training content for management and safety officer should include
risk analysis of LNG tank container, how to organize emergency response and skill
examination for dock workers. Training for operators of handling should be easily
understood and executed. More time should be spent on the training of practical
operation.
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5.6 Incorporating LNG tank container into safety management system

Because of limited expertise and technical skills of crewmembers with regard to
LNG tank container, detailed safety operation procedures should be developed in
shipping company for LNG tank container to be in line with the actual situation of
ships. Incorporating such procedures into its safety management system can
effectively improve the safety control and emergency readiness of the crews on LNG
tank container by using shipping company’s verification, review and evaluation
system. Meanwhile, incorporation of LNG tank container management into safety
management system of the company also contributes to its supervision, which urges
the shipping company to assume the corresponding safety management
responsibilities, and to promote its continuous increase of investment in the technical
force of the safety management of LNG tank container. Those measures are
beneficial to the cultivation of LNG professional management personnel. Similarly,
it is also recommended to incorporate LNG tank container into safety management
systems of port companies.

5.7 Establishment of evaluation system for emergency response

An effective evaluation system should be jointly established between MSA and port
authorities to verify the effectiveness of emergency response plan from ships to
ports. Some knowledge tests on emergency response of LNG container should be
included in the FSC inspection. The emergency drills could be launched by MSA or
port authorities to ensure the drilling random and sudden in occurrence. And the
process and effects should be assessed by the officer of MSA or port authorities.
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Thanks to highly professional LNG tank container management, evaluating team can
incorporate some technical experts to assist the task concerned.
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Chapter Ⅵ

Conclusion

On the basis of the study and analysis of the legal framework and safety management
related to LNG tank container carried by sea, it can be concluded that tank container
facilitates the transport of LNG, while it also brings along potential risks such as
fire/explosiong, spilleage/croygenic harzadous for maritime industry. The rapid
increasing of LNG tank container transport would be an inevitable trend for China.
However, due to lack of transport practice and impfect supervision mechanism, many
problems have to be dealt with to ensure the waterway transportation of LNG tank
container more standardized and safer. Among them, the out-dated domestic
regulations and industrial standard could be a urgent problem which may result
in shortage of legal system for safety supervision of LNG tank container waterway
transportation. Accordingly, a feasible mode for the establishment of regulations has
been recommended, the biggest advantage of which is the flexible fitness to the
frequently revised maritime international conventions.

Through current declaration machanism of dangerous goods, China MSA could not
effective control the tank container transportation conforming to IMDG code and
related domestic provisions. This paper recommended that high-tech monitoring
tools should be introduced and more effective coorperations among so many
different governing departments should be established.
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Human factors also play a vital role in the safety transportation of LNG tank
container. Enough and effective training for the crewmembers and port staff is
necessary to the safety transportation, which should be promoted by the policy of
government.

In addition, incorporating the LNG tank container into the safety management
system would be another incentive for shipping company and port company to bring
more concern and resources into the LNG tank container safety management domain.

Finally, emergency response is a complicated problems need to be solved for China
authorities, which refers to the difficulties in terms of equipment, training and
collaboration. However, provided that evaluation system could be effectively
established, capabilities of emergency response would be improved step by step.
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